Vocal learning
Vocal production learning (herein 'vocal learning') -the ability to modify vocal signals based on conspecific auditory feedback -is an essential component of human spoken language (Bolhuis, Okanoya, & Scharff, 2010a; Nowicki & Searcy, 2014) . Infants learning to speak must perform this task, which includes auditory perception, memorization of template, vocal motor planning and production, template matching to determine goodness of fit and modification of the vocal-motor output as necessary (Petkov & Jarvis, 2012) . The complexity of this task suggests that multiple neurobiological and genetic mechanisms are likely to underlie its evolution and biological encoding. Given the necessary limitations of studying vocal learning in humans, animal models represent an opportunity to understand the neurogenetic mechanisms underlying this spoken languagerelevant trait.
Animal models of vocal learning
Vocal learning is a rare trait in the animal kingdom. Few non-human species have convincingly shown this trait. To date, vocal learning has been documented in some cetacean, pinniped, elephant, bat and bird species (Bolhuis, Okanoya, & Scharff, 2010b; Janik & Slater, 1997) . Songbirds have dominated the study of vocal learning due to their well-defined learning paradigm, sexual dimorphism of their song, their ease of handling and ability to breed in captivity (Bolhuis et al., 2010b; Condro & White, 2014) . Mammalian vocal learning has, by comparison, been understudied. Sea mammal vocal learning has been most well documented from this group (Janik & Slater, 2000; Janik & Slater, 1997) , however due to their size and habitat they present hurdles for neurological or genetic interrogations.
Bat models of vocal learning
Bats are highly social animals that have developed sophisticated vocal systems for navigation and communication (Vernes, 2017) . Social communication in bats is often facilitated by low frequency calls (in the hearing range) and in some species these calls show evidence that they may be learned (Knörnschild, 2014) . Two species with evidence for learned calls, Phyllostomus discolour and Rousettus aegyptiacus, can be maintained in laboratory colonies, making them amenable to neurogenetic manipulations (Esser, 1994; Knörnschild, 2014; Prat, Taub, & Yovel, 2015) . Thus, their small size, ability to breed in captivity and sophisticated vocal communications, make bats an exciting mammalian model for the study of vocal learning.
Studying vocal learning behaviour in bats
It is essential to have a well-defined and highly controlled behavioural paradigm to dissect out the neuro-genetic mechanisms underlying vocal learning. We are developing a vocal learning paradigm in which bats are induced to learn novel vocalisations via an automated playback design. To date volitional control of vocal production and vocal plasticity (usage learning) has been demonstrated.
Studying the neurogenetics of vocal learning in bats
Multiple approaches are being used to understand the neurogenetics contributing to vocal behaviour. Activation of neurons in response to perception or production of communication calls is being mapped to determine the brain regions involved. To facilitate evolutionary comparisons and molecular genetic studies, de novo sequencing of P. discolour and R. aegyptiacus genomes are being performed. To understand the role of language-related genes, the expression patterns of FoxP2, FoxP1 and CntnaP2 have been comprehensively mapped in the brains of both species. Finally, gene knockdown studies will determine the contribution of genes such as FoxP2 to vocal behavior.
Bringing together genetic, neurobiological and behavioural studies in this way will shed light on the encoding of vocal learning in bats, and ultimately inform our understanding of the evolution of this language-relevant trait.
